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2The Mercedes-Benz X-Class

Contents

Please note

This document provides information about the model range line-up and 
specifications of the X-Class. It also contains key details about options, economy 
and performance of all variants. Details are correct at time of publication and 
are subject to revision. Any images used in this document may not reflect UK 
specification and are for illustrative purposes only. Images may show optional 
equipment which does not form part of UK standard specification.



Mercedes-Benz Vans.
Keep moving. 
The most forward-thinking individuals – and the most driven businesses –  
drive Mercedes-Benz vehicles. Why? Because we keep them moving…

From site managers to surfers, delivery drivers to dog walkers, farmers to 
photographers, and couriers to chefs, the people we support are hardworking,  
self-assured and hardwired to succeed. And they all share a desire to keep moving.

That’s why we continue to make sure our vehicles are among the most reliable and 
technically advanced on the road. So, whether you’re on the hunt for the perfect 
wave, on-site overseeing a crucial construction project, or on your way to a business 
dinner up-town, you can be assured that we go further to offer support for wherever 
your journey takes you. 

We’re your partner, not your vehicle supplier. We’re with you all the way.  
And we won’t stop, because we know you can’t afford to.
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"Our X-Class excel in all areas. They’re great 
to drive and exceptionally comfortable, but 
are fully at home in a working environment 
as well. They also have fantastic presence, 
and help us to present an extremely 
professional, high-quality image" 

Jonathan Wheeler, Director 
Arbor Division
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*Mercedes-Benz Financial Services 2016 data. 
†For a full list of exclusions and all product terms please visit mbvans.co.uk/mobilovan

Delivering on our 
promise to keep  
you moving. 
•  Industry-leading quality – We keep innovation moving.  

Mercedes-Benz vehicles have won numerous safety awards  
– and we invest £4.63bn in R&D each year to make sure  
we continue to lead the field in safety. 

• Flexible, accessible finance – We keep your cash flow moving. 
Mercedes-Benz Finance says ‘yes’ to 99%* of credit applications, 
freeing up your business’s credit lines.

• Numerous options and accessories – We keep busy lives and busy 
businesses moving with a broad range of engine sizes and trims to 
choose from. You can find a model that suits your specific needs,  
and make the vehicle your own.  

• Free roadside assistance – Every single Mercedes-Benz vehicle 
comes with a lifetime promise to keep you moving, no matter what: 
MobiloVan – free dedicated roadside assistance for 30 years†.

• 24/7 servicing – We keep your working day moving. Over a third of  
our Dealer Network works through the night to service and maintain  
our customers’ vehicles, so they’re out on the road during the day,  
earning their keep. 
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The Mercedes-Benz X-Class range. 
Your life, your X-Class. 

As the first ever pickup from a premium manufacturer, the X-Class stands apart from the rest. 
It’s a rugged, all-terrain pickup that’s equally well suited to modern urban lifestyles. It’s ideal for 
work or play. It’s the first of a new kind.

By pushing the boundaries of the classic pickup – offering comfort, design, safety and 
connectivity in addition to an impressive load capacity of over 1,000kg and a towing capability  
of up to 3,500kg, you can choose the one that suits your lifestyle and requirements best.

Make it your own. 

There’s more than enough space for all your tools and work materials – or your sports and 
leisure gear. There are three trimlines available. A range of powerful engines. Plus plenty of 
styling options… The choice is yours.   

The vehicle’s tough performance is complemented with a ride quality that makes daily driving a 
pleasure. And with numerous accessories to choose from, you can make the X-Class your own. 
See for yourself over the following pages, where you’ll find a comprehensive breakdown  
of everything available.
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Step 1: Which X-Class works for you?
The X-Class offers a choice of three trimlines – PROGRESSIVE, POWER and whilst stocks last, our limited edition 
ELEMENT. Designed to deliver varying degrees of functionality, comfort and style, each one offers enhanced 
luxury as standard. 

In addition, there are several rear-of-vehicle options to consider, depending on how you’ll use the vehicle most. 
There are various engine sizes, including a powerful V6 engine in the POWER trimline model. Add to this a wide 
range of Genuine Accessories to select from, and you’ll really be able to stamp your individuality on the X-Class.

Choose your X-Class.

How to select your vehicle
1. Start by considering how you’ll use the X-Class most. Will you need to transport tools or 

leisure gear? Work materials or sports equipment? This will help you make the choices that 
you’re about to see. 

2. On the next page, we’ve outlined payload ranges and engine sizes. So, think about the 
heaviest load you need to carry and power you might need. 

3. From the choice available, then decide which trim is right for you.  
PROGRESSIVE, POWER or ELEMENT. 

4. Choose a colour and paint type – standard or metallic – and select a luxurious upholstery  
trim that suits your tastes. 

5. Next, you can upgrade your wheels, if you like, depending on the style and performance  
you’re after. 

6. You can review the range of standard equipment in each trim or choose to enhance and 
further style your X-Class from our range of optional equipment and packages available.

7. Finally, you can choose from a wide range of accessories available from your local Dealer to 
make the X-Class your own – including a range of covers, styling bars, side steps and more. 
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Step 2: Engine, payload and dimensions
What will you need to carry most? What’s the heaviest load you 
might need to carry? How much power do you need – or want? 
Take a look at the table below to see which options might best 
suit your requirements. 

Click for detailed information:

 Engine and gearbox

 Weight and payloads 

 Dimensions

Choose your X-Class.
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Engine Transmission PROGRESSIVE POWER ELEMENT Gross Vehicle 
Weight (kg)

Max Payload  
(kg)*

Fuel economy, extra-urban (L/100Km)

X 220 d 6-speed (manual) ▯ - - 3,300 1,140 38.7

X 250 d 6-speed (manual)/7-speed (auto) ○ / ▯ - ▯ 3,300 1,122 (1,075) 40.4 (40.9)

X 350 d 7G-TRONIC PLUS (auto) - ▯ - 3,300 1,067 34.0

▯ Standard      ○ Optional      – Not available 

*Highest achievable payload shown - adding options, stepping up trim lines, and adding automatic transmission will all decrease payload.
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Vehicle Exterior Dimensions



Choose your X-Class.

Interior features

• Black fabric upholstery
• Round air vents finished in chrome
• Instrument dials with round covers
• Multi-function black nappa leather steering wheel with 12 buttons and 

chrome highlights
• Leather gear-shift lever and handbrake lever
• Carpet flooring
• Automatically dimming interior mirror with integrated compass function
• Illuminated sun visors on the driver's and co-driver's side
• Lighting for the front footwell with exit lamps
• Aluminium door sills featuring "Mercedes-Benz" lettering
• Rain sensor
• 8-speaker sound system
• Multi-function steering wheel with 12 buttons
• i-Size and ISOFIX with Top Tether child restraint system for the outer 

rear seats
• Audio 20 CD infotainment with 7.0-inch high definition screen, rotary 

controller with touchpad, Bluetooth® audio and media interface
• Air conditioning system
• Reverse camera

Exterior features
• Radiator grille with integrated Mercedes-Benz Star and 2 bars 

finished in matt iridium silver
• Front bumper painted in the vehicle colour with simulated 

underguard in matt black
• Rear bumper painted in the vehicle colour with integrated step
• 17-inch 6-spoke light alloy wheels painted vanadium silver
• Chrome door handles
• Heated and adjustable exterior mirrors
• Anchoring rail system on both sides of the load area
• Rear bumper with integrated step
• Halogen headlamps with daytime running lights
• Front fog lights
• Electrically adjustable exterior mirrors
• Tie-down loops (x4)
• LED load area lighting

Price:  
Starting from £29,365*

Option Packs available 
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*Based on an X 220 d 6-speed manual transmission.  
Excluding VAT.
For full pricing, see page 17.

Step 3: Which trim is right for you?

PROGRESSIVE
The PROGESSIVE trimline makes its mark with a X 220 d or a X 250 d engine and its high levels  
of equipment, style and comfort. It’s all about keeping you moving: 
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Price:  
Starting from £36,665*

*Based on an X 250d automatic transmission.  
Excluding VAT.
For full pricing, see page 17.

Exclusive features:
• Style Pack (including tinted rear windows, roof rails, LED headlights, 

side bars, electric rear window and 19” multi spoke alloys)
• Comfort Pack (including ARTICO leather with DINAMICA microfiber 

upholstery and THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control) 
• Black roof liner 
• Load bed liners 
• Sports bar 
• Exclusive Element livery.

Exterior features
• Choice of three body colours: Chisana White, Diamond Silver,  

and Kabara Black
• Radiator grille with integrated Mercedes-Benz Star and 2 bars finished 

in matt iridium silver
• Front bumper painted in the vehicle colour with simulated underguard in 

matt black
• Rear bumper painted in the vehicle colour with integrated step
• Chrome door handles
• Heated and adjustable exterior mirrors
• Anchoring rail system on both sides of the load area
• Rear bumper with integrated step
• Front fog lights
• Electrically adjustable exterior mirrors
• Tie-down loops (x4)

• LED load area lighting

Step 3: Which trim is right for you?

ELEMENT
A force of nature has arrived. the stylish, limited edition X-Class ELEMENT is available now, but only 
for a limited period only. With its premium features and X 250 d engine, are you ready for the impact?

Choose your X-Class.
Limited edition 
only available whilst stocks last

Interior features

• Round air vents finished in chrome
• Instrument dials with round covers
• Multi-function black nappa leather steering wheel with 12 

buttons and chrome highlights
• Leather gear-shift lever and handbrake lever
• Carpet flooring
• Automatically dimming interior mirror with integrated compass 

function
• Illuminated sun visors on the driver's and co-driver's side
• Lighting for the front footwell with exit lamps
• Aluminium door sills featuring "Mercedes-Benz" lettering
• Rain sensor
• 8-speaker sound system
• Multi-function steering wheel with 12 buttons
• i-Size and ISOFIX with Top Tether child restraint system for the 

outer rear seats
• Audio 20 CD infotainment with 7.0-inch high definition screen, 

rotary controller with touchpad, Bluetooth® audio and media 
interface

• Reverse camera
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Price:  
Starting from £39,510*

Option Packs available 

*Based on an X 350 d 7G-TRONIC PLUS automatic transmission.  
Excluding VAT.
For full pricing, see page 17.

In addition to PROGRESSIVE Line:

Interior features

• ARTICO leather with DINAMICA microfiber upholstery
• 8-way electrically adjustable driver's and co-driver’s seat
• Lumbar support for the driver's and co-driver’s seat
• Interior main trim element in pixel-look, aluminium look
• Instrument panel and door beltlines in ARTICO artificial leather with 

topstitching
• Stowage net for co-driver footwell
• Audio 20 CD infotainment with 7.0-inch high definition screen, rotary 

controller with touchpad, Bluetooth audio and media interface
• KEYLESS GO
• THERMOTRONIC automatic climate control system
• Winter package, which includes heated driver and co-driver seats,  

and heated water washer jets
• Reverse camera

In addition to PROGRESSIVE Line:

Exterior features
• Front bumper painted in the vehicle colour with simulated 

underguard in chrome
• Rear bumper in chrome with integrated step
• 18-inch 6-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels, painted Himalaya grey
• Shoulder line trim strips in chrome
• LED High Performance headlamps with cleaning system
• Front fog lights with chrome edges
• Rear lights with LED technology for brake and tail lights
• Electrically folding exterior mirrors 

Step 3: Which trim is right for you?

POWER
With its high levels of equipment as standard, POWER - available exclusively on the X 350 d V6 4MATIC 
engine - sets a completely new benchmark for design, comfort and dynamic appearance.  

Choose your X-Class.
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Interior trim Trims for 
dashboard

Roof linings

Black fabric
Standard for PROGRESSIVE - 
Black (S1F/S1E)

Macchiato beige (VD4)

Aluminium (F2J) Black (VD7)

Pixel look – matte black (F2L)

Wood (F2K)

ARTICO leather¹/ 
DINAMICA microfiber
Standard for POWER -  
Black ARTICO/DINAMICA (S1H)

Leather, black
Optional for POWER - 
Black Leather (S1G)

Leather, coloured
Optional for POWER 
Nut brown Leather (J1C) 

1Please note, the ARTICO leather is a man-made leather. Due to limitations of on-screen colour 
representation, paint and trim colours shown here may not be completely representative of a 
finished vehicle. Some of the above interior options will incur additional costs.

Metallic paints

Cavansite blue Axinite bronze Rock grey

Kabara black Bering white Diamond silver

Granite green Danakil red Chisana white

Solid paints

Step 4: Colours and interior

Make a statement with your X-Class. A wide range of paints and finishes allow you to express your 
individuality, while the luxurious, stylish upholstery is comfortable and easy to maintain. Take a look 
at the paint and colour options available – including solid and metallic finishes – and select a trim 
material that best suits your tastes and requirements. 

Choose your X-Class.
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1.  

4.  

2.

5. 6.

3.

Choose your X-Class.
Step 5: Wheels

Our wide range of wheels mean you can finish off your X-Class in 
style. Our designs combine functionality with flair to give your chosen 
model a look that’s distinctively Mercedes-Benz.

1. 19-inch multi-spoke light-alloy wheel, tremolite grey (R1F) 
225/55 tyres

2. 19-inch six-twin-spoke light-alloy wheel, bi-colour (R1E) 
225/55 tyres

3. 18-inch five-twin-spoke light-alloy wheel, bi-colour (R1D) 
225/60 tyres

4. 18-inch six-twin-spoke light-alloy wheel, himalaya grey (R1C) 
225/60 tyres

5. 17-inch six-twin-spoke light-alloy wheel, bi-colour (R1B) 
255/65 tyres

6. 17-inch 6-spoke light-alloy wheels (R1A) 
255/65 tyres
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For full details regarding specific wheel configurations 
and pricing, go to page 20 or please speak to your 
local Dealer, or use our online configurator.
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Engine and gearbox
PROGRESSIVE PROGRESSIVE/ELEMENT POWER

Engine specifications X 220 d     X 250 d (manual)  X 250 d (auto)    X 350 d 

Number of cylinders/Arrangement 4/in-line 6/V

Displacement in cm³ 2,298 2,987

Rated output1  in PS (kW) at rpm 163 (120)/3,750 190 (140)/3,750 258 (190)/ 3,400

Maximum torque1  in Nm at rpm 403/1,500-2,500 403Nm at 2,500 450/1,500-2,500 550/1,400-3,200

6-speed (manual) ● ○ _ _

7-speed (auto) _ ● ● _

7G-TRONIC PLUS (auto) _ _ _ ●

Acceleration from 0-62 mph in s 12.9 10.7 11.8 7.9

Top speed ca. in mp/h 105 114 109 127

Standard tyres2 255/65 R17 225/55 tyres 255/65 R17 255/65 R17

1 The stated values have been determined according to the respective measuring method (according to Regulation (EC) No 715/2007, as amended). Note: The information does not refer to a single vehicle and is not 
part of the offer, but serves solely for purposes of comparison between the different vehicle types. CO2 emissions resulting from the production and supply of fuel or other energy sources are not taken into account when 
CO2 emissions are determined in accordance with Directive 1999/94 / EC. 2 Further tyre sizes available as an option. 
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Fuel consumption and CO₂ emissions
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Fuel consumption1,2 in mpg and CO2 emissions

Model Engine CO2-emissions1 (g/km) Urban Extra-Urban Combined

PROGRESSIVE  X 220 d  200 34.9 38.7 37.2

 X 250 d 200 34.0 40.4 37.7

X 250 d (Auto)    207 29.4 40.9 35.8

POWER X 350 d 207 30.7 35.8 33.6

1 The stated values have been determined according to the respective measuring method (according to Regulation (EC) No 715/2007, as amended). Note: The information does not refer to a single vehicle and is not part 
of the offer, but serves solely for purposes of comparison between the different vehicle types. CO2 emissions resulting from the production and supply of fuel or other energy sources are not taken into account when CO2 
emissions are determined in accordance with Directive 1999/94 / EC. 2 Tank capacity for all engines as standard approx. 73 l. Reserve approx. 10 l. Tank content AdBlue®: approx. 17 l.
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Official fuel consumption figures for the Mercedes-Benz X-Class range in mpg: Urban 27.7 - 34.9, Extra urban 34.0 - 40.9, Combined 31.4 - 37.2, Combined CO2 emissions: 200 - 236g/km. The indicated values were 
determined according to the prescribed measurement method. These are the “NEDC CO2 values” according to Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). For more information on these values and how 
they have been calculated please see www.mbvans.co.uk/WLTP. Official EU-regulated test data are provided for comparison purposes and actual performance will depend on driving style, road conditions, chosen optional 
extras and other non-technical factors.



Weights and payloads 
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Model
Useable load area  

inside Platform [m²]
Turning circle diameter 

(wall to wall) in m
Unladen weight 1,2   

in kg
Max Payload Gross 1   

in kg
Max Payload Net  

in kg
Total weight 1,2   

in kg
Trailer load in kg  
braked/unbraked

Total weight towing  
mode in kg

X 220 d PROGRESSIVE 2.48 13.4 2,160 1,140 1,065 3,300 3,500/750 6,130

X 250 d PROGRESSIVE 2.48 13.4 2,168 1,132 1,057 3,300 3,500/750 6,130

X 250 d PROGRESSIVE (Auto) 2.48 13.4 2,178 1,122 1,047 3,300 3,500/750 6,130

X 250 d ELEMENT (Auto) 2.48 13.4 2,225 1,075 1,000 3,300 3,500/750 6,130

X 350 d POWER (Auto) 2.48 13.4 2,233 1,067 992 3,300 3,500/750 6,180

1 Total Weight – is the total weight of the vehicle including; the vehicle itself, payload, driver and crew (as per industry standard of 75kg per person), fuel tank at 90%, oil and ancillaries. Unladen Weight - quoted weights are based on standard specification, includes fuel tank approximately 90% full but no driver, crew or payload. 
Any additional options will reduce the payload accordingly. For those customers who intend to load the vehicle to maximum capacity, we recommend adding 5% extra to the unladen weight of the vehicle to reduce risk of overloading. Max Payload Gross**- Total Vehicle weight minus Unladen Weight  2 The real consumption 
values are, a. depending on the vehicle weight and the selected equipment. For further information please contact your Mercedes-Benz sales representative. Original accessories (eg roof rims, hardtops, etc.) can have relevant vehicle characteristics such as weight, rolling and air resistance, and have an influence on the values  
of consumption and driving performance in addition to traffic and weather conditions. 
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X-Class Dimensions
For the PROGRESSIVE, ELEMENT and POWER 

16

Description All models

Wheelbase Wheelbase length 3,150mm

Turning circle 13.4m

Front track width 1,632mm

Rear track width 1,632mm

Vehicle Length 5,340mm

Height (unladen) 1,819mm

Width (inc. wing mirrors) 2,113mm

Ground clearance 201mm

Load 
compartment

Length 1,581mm 

Load volume *Dependent on cover fitted

Max. width 1,560mm

Width between wheel arches 1,215mm

Height 431mm

Rear loading height 
(step height from ground  
to load floor)

854mm  
unladen

The Mercedes-Benz X-Class
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X-Class List prices
Engine Bodystyle Model Transmission Basic list price,  

excl. VAT
Basic list price,  

incl. VAT
Monthly BIK  

at 20%*
Monthly BIK 

at 40%*

X 220 d 4MATIC

Diesel, in-line, 4-cylinder with common-rail  
and turbocharger, 2298cc,163hp (120kW),  
Euro 6b N1 GR.III/N2

Doublecab Pickup PROGRESSIVE 6-speed (manual) £29,365 £35,238 

X 250 d 4MATIC

Diesel, in-line, 4-cylinder with common-rail  
and twin-stage turbocharger, 2298cc,190hp (140kW),  
Euro 6b N1 GR.III/N2

Doublecab Pickup PROGRESSIVE 6-speed (manual) £30,095 £36,114

X 250 d 4MATIC

Diesel, in-line, 4-cylinder with common-rail  
and twin-stage turbocharger, 2298cc,190hp (140kW),  
Euro 6b N1 GR.III/N2

Doublecab Pickup PROGRESSIVE 7-speed (auto) £31,435 £37,722

X 250 d 4MATIC

Diesel, in-line, 4-cylinder with common-rail  
and twin-stage turbocharger, 2298cc,190hp (140kW),  
Euro 6b N1 GR.III/N2

Doublecab Pickup ELEMENT 7-speed (auto) £36,665 £43,998

X 350 d V6 4MATIC

Diesel, 3.0l six-cylinder with common-rail direct 
injection, 2987, 258hp (190kW),  
Euro 6b N1 GR.III/N2

Doublecab Pickup POWER 7G-TRONIC PLUS (auto) £39,510 £47,412 

This document is for guidance only and must be used in conjunction with a configuration tool prior to final specification decisions and vehicle quotations being prepared and accepted.

List prices are quoted ex-factory and exclude VAT unless otherwise stated. Delivery charges excluding VAT may be added to model prices quoted in this document. Prices based on standard 
finish paint choice. Mercedes-Benz Vans UK and authorised Dealers reserve the right to alter specification and vary prices without notice. The availability of options may depend on the 
chosen base vehicle and other optional equipment specified, and should be confirmed with your Mercedes-Benz Vans Dealer prior to order placement.

*Not applicable to retail or private buyers. Benefit in Kind (BIK) values are the monthly taxation payment applicable to company light commercial vehicle users.
BIK values were correct at the time of printing and are based on taxation rates for 2019/20 tax year.
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Exterior

Drive Train and transmission Differential lock, rear axle                                                   
Enhances off-road driving capabilities in mud, sand or snow 
or any other situation where traction may be lost

A71 ○ ○ ○ £510.00 £612.00

6-speed manual transmission                                       GK6 ● ○  - -£1,340.00 -£1,608

7-speed automatic transmission                                                                         G7A  - ●  - £0.00 £0.00

7G TRONIC PLUS transmission                                                        G42  -  - ● £0.00 £0.00

Packages Style package                                                                   
Includes: LED High-performance headlights, static type, 
with LED daytime running lights (LG7); LED tail-lights (L22); 
Electric rear window (W85); Privacy Glass, black (W70); Side 
bars, left and right (T1A); Roof rails, anodised (D14); 18-inch 
Six-twin-spoke light-alloy wheels (R1C)

F2S ○ ○  - £2,255.00 £2,706.00

Style package                                                                          
Includes: Privacy Glass, black (W70); Electric rear window 
(W85); Roof rails, anodised (D14); 19- inch Six-twin-spoke 
light-alloy wheels (R1E)

F2S  -  - ○ £1,015.00 £1,218.00

Paint Metallic paint / ○ ○ ○ £525.00 £630.00
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Choose your X-Class 
Step 6: Equipment - standard and optional overview 

Every X-Class model comes with a host of standard features, plus a range of optional equipment and packages you can add to enhance your vehicle.
Over the next few pages, you'll see an overview of all the equipment and packages using the following key to highlight if they are standard, optional, 
equipment dependant or unfortunately, not available.
Key:  ▯ Standard       ○ Optional      ◊ Equipment dependant option available      – Not available

Changes to individual option availability and combinations may occur depending on vehicle specification choices and the continuing evolution and adaptation of our product range.
These changes may not be immediately reflected in this document as they occur, but will be introduced at the next revision opportunity.
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Suspension Comfort suspension
The comfort suspension impresses with exceptional agility, 
high ride comfort and agile handling with simultaneously 
good off-road properties and high loading capacity

CF7 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Increased ground clearance
The ride-height of the vehicle is raised by 20mm by increased 
spring length

C2B ○ ○ ○ £225.00 £270.00

Tyres Summer tyres RM7 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

All Season / Winter tyres 
Not available in conjunction with 19-inch light alloy wheels. 
Only available for certain models.

RM0 ○ ○ ○ £135.00 £162.00

Winter tyres 
Not available in conjunction with 19-inch light alloy wheels. 
Only available for certain models.

RM1 ○ ○ ○ £135.00 £162.00

Wheels 17" alloy wheels (6-spoke)  
Painted vanadium silver 
Wheel: 7.5 J x 17 ET 50  
Tyre: 255/65 R 17  

R1A ●  -  - £0.00 £0.00

17" alloy wheels (6-twin-spoke)  
Painted bi-colour 
Wheel: 7.5 J x 17 ET 50  
Tyre: 255/65 R 17  

R1B ○ ○  - £165.00 £198.00

18" alloy wheels (6-twin-spoke) 
Painted himalaya grey 
Wheel: 7.5 J x 18 ET 50  
Tyre:  255/60 R 18 

Compatible with 255/60 tyres

R1C ○ ○ ● £415.00 £498.00
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Wheels 18" alloy wheels (5-twin-spoke)  
Painted bi-colour 
Wheel:  
Tyre: 225/60

R1D

○ ○  - £585.00 £702.00

 -  - ○ £165.00 £198.00

19" alloy wheels (6-twin-spoke)  
Painted bi-colour 
Wheel:  7.5 J x 19 ET 50  
Tyre: 255/55 R 19 

R1E
○ ○  - £902.00 £1,082.40

 -  - ○ £500.00 £600.00

19" allow wheels  (multi-spoke) 
Painted tremolite grey 
Wheel: 7.5 J x 19 ET 50 
Tyre: 255/55 R 19 

R1F
○ ○  - £920.00 £1,104.00

 -  - ○ £500.00 £600.00

Interior

Heating and Ventilation THERMOTRONIC auto climate control                         
 Automatically regulates temperature, air volume and 
distribution separately for the driver and co-driver.

HH4 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Packages Comfort package                                                                
Includes: Driver’s seat, 8-way electrically adjustable (SF1); 
Co-driver’s seat, 8-way electrically adjustable (SF2); Lumbar 
adjustment, driver and co-driver (SE4); THERMOTRONIC 
automatic climate control (HH4); ARTICO leather with 
DINAMICA microfiber upholstery (S1H); Storage net for co-
driver footwell (V5E)

F2R ○ ○  - £1,270.00 £1,524.00

Smoker package                                                                
Includes: Ashtray for cup holder and lighter in 12V socket V85 ○ ○ ○ £35.00 £42.00

Winter package                                                                   
The Winter package increases the driving comfort with heated 
front seats (H15) and with heated washer fluid jets (F2F) in 
cool ambient temperatures and adverse weather conditions. 

F2W ○ ○  - £350.00 £420.00
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Trim and Upholstery Aluminium look dashboard                                                F2J  -  - ● £0.00 £0.00

Matte black pixel look dashboard trim F2I ● ●  - £0.00 £0.00

Wood look trim                                                         F2K  -  - ○ £230.00 £276.00

Black leather seat upholstry                                         S1G ‒  - ○ £915.00 £1,098.00

Nut brown leather upholstry                     S1B ‒  - ○ £915.00 £1,098.00

Black roof liner                                                                VD7 ○ ○ ○ £220.00 £264.00

Macchiato beige roof liner VD4 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Leather multi-functional steering wheel CL3 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Technology Software and Electrics 

Audio Entertainment Audio 20                                                                                 
The Audio 20 CD provides a high level of operating 
convenience with an innovative touchpad and a CD drive.

EA1 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Navigation COMAND online navigation                                            
8.4-inch high-resolution colour display, hard disk drive (HDD) 
navigation with 3D map display, Live Traffic Information and 
LINGUATRONIC voice control.

EJ9 ○ ○ ○ £2,290.00 £2,748.00

Pre Installation of Garmin MAP Pilot                               
In conjunction with the Audio 20 CD with touchpad audio 
system, the preinstallation for the Garmin® MAP PILOT 
enables a fully integrated navigation system to be easily 
retrofitted.

EV5 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Technology Mercedes me connect services                                         
Connected vehicle services. Find out more: www.mercedes-
benz.co.uk/vans/en/mercedes-me

EY3 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Drivers Assistance and Safety Equipment 

Airbags Drivers airbag / ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Co-driver airbag SA6 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Driver thorax-pelvis sidebag SH1 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Co-driver thorax-pelvis sidebag SH2 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Kneebag for the driver                                                        
Protects legs from serious injury and stabalises the entire 
body.

/ ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Airbags Windowbags                                                                        
Reduces the risk of head injuries for driver, front passenger 
and passengers on the outer rear seats during a side impact.                                                                                            

/ ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Brake Brake system with ABS and ASR                                      
Brake system with large, internally ventilated disc brakes. BB0 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Electronic Stability Programme 
Uses sensors to stabilise vehicle (and trailer if applicable) 
when over steering, under steering or slipping. 

/ ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Active Brake Assist                                                             
Helps to reduce the risk of a rear-end collision or to reduce 
its consequences.

BA3 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

DSR (Downhill Speed Regulation)                               
Set a speed for steep downhill driving with targeted braking 
intervention.

E2D ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Hill-start Assist                                                                     
Makes moving off on uphill gradients easier by briefly 
maintaining the service brake pressure after the brakes are 
released, thereby preventing the vehicle from rolling back.

E07 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Drivers Assistance Active Lane Keeping Assist                                                 
Detects the vehicle unintentionally drifting out of its lane, 
warns the driver and guides the vehicle back on course by 
means of corrective braking interventions.

JB4  -  - ● £0.00 £0.00

Lane keeping Assist                                                             
Helps prevent accidents should a vehicle unintentionally 
leaving the lane it is travelling in.

JW5 ● ●  - £0.00 £0.00

Centre console with 1-DIN recess                                   
The 1-DIN recess in the centre console allows the retrofitting 
of a 1-DIN slot, for example, a tachograph or a stereo.

FF2 ○ ○ ○ £80.00 £96.00

Cruise control with SPEEDTRONIC                                                                       
Maintain a preset speed and set a top speed. MS1 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

ECO start/stop assist                                                          
Automotically switches off the engine temporarily when 
stationary to reduce fuel consumption. Only available in 
conjuction with six speed manual transmission.

MJ8 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Fire extinguisher Y16 ○ ○ ○ £95.00 £114.00

Rain sensor                                                                         
Automatically regulates the wiping frequency of the 
windscreen wipers, which makes things easier for the driver.

JF1 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Tyre pressure monitoring RY2 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Traffic Sign Assist                                                               
Supports the driver by displaying the speed limit detected 
and compared with the system, any detected "no-entry" 
signs, "no-overtaking" restrictions as well as the ends to 
these restrictions.

JA9 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Parking Parking package                                                 
Includes: PARKTRONIC parking sensors (EZ8); 360° camera 
(JS1). Networked cameras in front grille, wing mirrors and 
tailgate capture a 360° bird’s-eye view of vehicle’s immediate 
surroundings to assist in avoiding obstacles and pedestrians 
when parking.

EZ6 ○ ○ ○ £940.00 £1,128.00

Reversing Camera                                                               
The reversing camera shows a photorealistic image of the 
immediate area around the rear  
of the vehicle in the media display.

FR8 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Safety Equipment Accident recovery and breakdown management         
The vehicle will automatically call the Mercedes-Benz 
Customer Assistance Center at a press of a button to 
provide the driver with professional help in the event of an 
emergency.

EY6 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Automatic child seat recognition                                                                              
Automatically deactivates the front passenger airbag if 
the front passenger seat is unoccupied or a child seat is 
detected. 

/ ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

i-Size child restraint system                                                  
On the outer rear seats, allows easy and secure attachment 
of child seats. 

/ ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Seat belt reminder                                                               
For driver and front passenger, emits acoustic and visual 
signals to instruct seat occupants to fasten the three-point 
seat belt. 

/ ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Three-point seat belts / ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Anti-theft protection package                                      
A visual and acoustic alarm. Includes a break-in and anti-
theft warnign system (ATA), interior monitoring and tow-away 
protection.  

FY1 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00
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PROGRESSIVE POWER

Equipment Description Option  
code  X220      X250      X350 Basic list price, 

excl. VAT
Basic list price, 

incl. VAT

Security Thatcham security package 
Thatcham approval rating category 2. E3A ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Loading & Towing

Loading Load securing rail system                                               
Available on 3 walls of the load bed. Allows flexible and tidy 
securing of cargo, for example, with the help of straps.

VV2 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Towing Electric components for trailer socket                         
Prepares the vehicle for supplying power to the trailer lights, 
and include ESP® trailer stabilisation.

E57 ● ● ● £0.00 £0.00

Windows and Mirrors

Windows Rear window protection                                                       
The rear window guard of steel sections painted in the vehicle 
colour gives the interior additional protection against the 
cargo, and extends the options for securing the load.

W1B ○ ○  - £270.00 £324.00
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Option Notes Part Number PROGRESSIVE POWER RRP excl. VAT

Hard Cover 
(standalone)

With a design and paint scheme that matches your vehicle, this hard cover seamlessly 
blends into the aesthetics of your pickup. Mercedes-Benz lettering on both sides visually 
upgrades the look.
Available in all standard body colours.

 Chisana White shown in image 
A47085100009139 ○ ○ £1,645.00*

Hard Cover  
(to be fitted with 
styling bar)

The styling bar on our hard cover only adds to the premium look and feel of this particular 
accessory. And with a paint scheme that matches your vehicle, the hard cover seamlessly 
blends into the aesthetics of your pickup. Mercedes-Benz lettering on both sides upgrades 
the look. Chisana White shown in image. All standard body colours available. Styling bar 
not included in price - please see page 27 for styling bar details

Chisana White shown in image 
A47085101009139 ○ ○ £1,645.00*

Sliding Bed Divider 
System

The load area partitioning system divides the bed into 2 separate parts. It helps you fix 
loads securely to transport your gear confidently. The system is continuously adjustable
and is suitable for loads weighing up to 100 kg. A4708510600 ○ ○ £ 348.00*

Roll Cover Our roll cover, made from robust, high-quality aluminium, protects your cargo against 
moisture and dust as well as theft. It can be opened and closed in stages – and can be 
quickly and easily installed and removed. It is locked using a separate key. 
Please note, this product is not completely water-tight or dust proof and it is not 
compatible with lockable stowage box or sports bar.

Anodised Silver Aluminium 
A4708511100 ○ ○ £1,477.00*

Anodised Black Aluminium 
A4708511600 ○ ○ £1,477.00*

Load Liner Kit The weather-resistant load liner kit provides effective protection from paint damage. 
The black liner, which can be precisely adapted to the bed, is made from durable plastic 
and runs below the load compartment sill. This means that it is compatible with the bed 
covers, the lashing rails and the load anchoring rail system on the side panels.

A4708511500 ○ ○ £ 250.00*

*Price does not include installation.

▯ Standard      ○ Optional    – Not available  

Please note accessories are only available from your local Mercedes-Benz Dealer.
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Option Notes Part Number PROGRESSIVE POWER RRP excl. VAT

Styling Bar The solid and scratch-resistant styling bar, in polished stainless steel or steel black, is the 
perfect accompaniment to the X-Class’s striking and robust pickup design. It helps to give 
the vehicle an even more progressive appearance. Mercedes-Benz lettering underscores 
its value, and it also includes an integrated 3rd brake light. Hard Tonneau Cover available 
separately.

Polished Stainless Steel
(Standalone) A4708902000 ○ ○ £445.00*

Steel Black
(Standalone) A4708902200 ○ ○ £445.00*

Polished Stainless Steel
(fitted with Hard Tonneau Cover)

A4708902100
○ ○ £445.00*

Steel Black
(fitted with Hard Tonneau Cover)

A4708902300
○ ○ £445.00*

Lockable Stowage  
Box

The lockable stowage box provides plenty of room for your tools and gear, with a capacity 
of 156 litres. It also protects from weather or theft. The box is scratch-resistant, robust, 
durable, and water-resistant. Since it can also withstand high-pressure cleaning equipment 
and car washes, it can be easily and conveniently cleaned. The box is fitted in the load 
anchoring rail system and is fully adjustable. Please Note - This product is not compatible 
with a roll cover.

A4705800000 ○ ○ £364.00*

*Price does not include installation.

▯ Standard      ○ Optional    – Not available  
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28The Mercedes-Benz X-Class

Option Notes Part Number PROGRESSIVE POWER RRP excl. VAT

All-Season Rubber 
Floor Mat Front Set 
 - Black

Our hard-wearing, all-season mats help protect the interior when the weather is rainy, 
when there’s slush underfoot and when shoes are muddy. Their precision fit provides 
optimum protection for the original floor covering and the raised edge prevents liquid from 
seeping into the floor. The material is easy-clean and waterproof. The mats are tested to 
ensure Mercedes-Benz quality and will withstand any scuffing test. And the mats score 
highly when it comes to flame-resistance too. The Genuine Mercedes-Benz mushroom-
head fastening system keeps the drivers mat securely in place.

A47068011009G33 ○ ○ £34.80

All-Season Rubber 
Floor Mat Rear Set 
 - Black A47068017009G33 ○ ○ £20.90

Velour Floor Mat  
Front Set - Black

Our floor mats have to undergo rigorous testing before they are deemed worthy of the  
star logo: durability, fade-resistant colour and a neutral odour, even after three winters  
of use, are all specifications that must be met without compromise. They can also be  
clip-fastened to the floor to prevent slipping.

A47068001009J74 ○ ○ £47.40

Velour Floor Mat  
Rear Set - Black

Our mats are manufactured in high-quality, pure polyamide velour and are designed 
to cope with the highest of demands. They are dirt-repellent, anti-static, highly flame-
resistant and, thanks to the non-slip backing, secure and adaptable. A47068006009J74 ○ ○ £25.80

Underride Guide 
(Engine/Trans)  
– Stainless Steel

The 3-piece technical underride guide made from robust stainless steel extends over the 
entire underfloor of the vehicle and can protect the engine, transmission and exhaust  
system. The convenient openings make it easier to carry out repair and maintenance work. 
Please note, this product it is not compatible with X 350 d V6 4MATIC.

A4705200000 ○ ○ £681.00*

Garmin MAP PILOT 
SD Card

CardUser-friendly navigation, accurate map data and excellent route guidance – the 
Garmin® MAP PILOT system brings all the benefits of a Garmin® navigation system to 
the Audio 20 CD with touchpad. All you need to do is insert an SD card featuring the 
navigation software and map data.

A2139063605 ○ ○ £412.50

*Price does not include installation.
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29The Mercedes-Benz X-Class

Option Notes Part Number PROGRESSIVE POWER RRP excl. VAT

Hardtop Canopy 
without Roof Rails

The hardtop canopy, without roof rails, extends the load compartment and protects from 
theft. Thanks to the use of high-quality materials, it is robust, long-lasting and keeps both 
moisture and dust away from the load. The lines of the hardtop, which are painted in the 
same colour as the vehicle, are an excellent complement to the overall design.  
All standard body colours available.

Chisana White shown in image 
A47079001009139 ○ ○ £2,576.00*

Hardtop Canopy  
with Roof Rails

Different window variants provide the load compartment with light and fresh air. All of  
the windows have a dark tint and provide both heat protection and privacy. The hardtop
is equipped with a robust interior lining and comes with LED lighting. 
All standard body colours available. Please Note: Do not attach loads directly to the roof 
rails. For the securing of loads, additional basic carrier bars and suitable add-on carrying 
equipment are required. For safety reasons, Mercedes-Benz recommends only using 
accessories which have been approved for use with the Mercedes-Benz X-Class. The 
maximum load of the roof rails is 330 lb (150 kg).

Chisana White shown in image 
A47079003009139 ○ ○ £2,791.00*

Basic Carrier Bars  
for Roof Rails

These multifunctional aluminium bars – with a newly developed aerodynamic profile  
based on aircraft design – significantly reduce wind noise and fit perfectly with your 
Mercedes-Benz. Basic carrier bars for roof rails, precision-tailored to the body of your 
vehicle, offer the basis for a range of Mercedes-Benz transport accessories: ski and 
snowboard rack, bicycle rack or roof boxes. 

A4708980000 ○ ○ £190.00

Sports Bar The sports bar painted in the same colour as the vehicle optimally fits the vehicle design 
and gives the pickup a dynamic and sporty look with its innovative design. High robustness 
and durability are achieved thanks to the use of high-quality materials. The third brake 
lamp is integrated in the sports bar and fulfils the legal regulations. The sports bar is fitted 
to the load compartment sill of the bed and extends to the end of the bed, whereby it also 
helps to protect the edge. It can also be combined with further pickup accessories such as 
bed liners, stowage boxes etc. The bed lighting is not affected by the sports bar. Available 
in all standard body colours. Please note, roll cover is available separately. 

A47086092009139 ○ ○ £828.00*

Spoiler for tailgate  

A47086091009139 ○ ○ £104.00*

*Price does not include installation.
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Finance options

At Mercedes-Benz Finance we have a number of finance options you can choose from to suit your business needs,  
because we understand the complexities of running a modern-day business…

Get an agreement that suits you with Mercedes-Benz Finance

Agility

A flexible method of financing a vehicle over a fixed term. 
The agreement defers your decision of whether you 
purchase, hand back or part-exchange your vehicle until  
the end of your agreement. 

• Fixed regular payments mean you can easily budget

• Payments are based only on a proportion of the vehicle’s 
value, keeping your monthly payments lower

• Our Optional Purchase Payment avoids the risk of 
unplanned depreciation of your vehicle.

Hire Purchase

A straightforward route to ownership. This is the perfect 
way to buy a Mercedes-Benz vehicle if you want to work 
your way up to full ownership, spreading the overall cost 
over a fixed term.

• On completion of the agreement you will own the vehicle

• A flexible deposit and repayment term means you can 
tailor the financial agreement to suit you

• Monthly payments are not based on annual mileage.

Operating Lease

A solution for those who want to drive one of our vehicles 
over a fixed term, with lower monthly rentals and without  
the worries or commitment of ownership.

• Pay an advance rental upfront

• Rentals are based on your annual mileage agreed at the 
start of your agreement and only on a proportion of the 
vehicle’s value, keeping your monthly payments lower

• Rentals are allowable against taxable profits 
(proportionally).

Own Hire Own Hire
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Deposit Monthly repayments Choice of  
3 options

Deposit Monthly repayments Own your vehicle Return your vehicleMonthly rentals
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Contract Hire

Gives you the ability to enjoy driving a Mercedes-Benz 
vehicle without having to take on full ownership. With 
Contract Hire, you lease your vehicle for a fixed period  
and for a fixed monthly rental.

• No need for a large initial deposit

• Repair and Maintenance options are also available

• VAT is reclaimable depending on usage (proportionally).

Finance Lease

Allows your vehicle to appear as an asset on your balance 
sheet, without the option of ownership as you hire a vehicle 
for a fixed period. 

• Fixed regular payments enable you to easily budget

•  The vehicle is an asset on the balance sheet, therefore 
tax allowances may be deducted from taxable profits

• Payments are not based on annual mileage.

Hire
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Hire

3 optionsMonthly rentalsReturn your vehicleMonthly rentals

Finance options

Ask your local Dealer or more 
information about our finance options
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After care
Keeping Businesses Moving.
Once you’ve driven away in your new X-Class, the support we provide doesn’t stop there. Did you know we offer a number of 
ways to keep your business moving long into the future? It’s perhaps one of our best kept secrets… 

• ServiceCare - Because you don’t stop, we don’t either. 
We offer a range of servicing options to suit every 
business – and we make it easy to book services online. 
We also understand how important it is to maintain 
momentum, which is why most of our Dealers work until 
midnight and over a third are there 24/7, to keep your 
vehicles running at their peak performance. 

 •   ServiceCare Maintenance - Spread the cost of up 
to 6 services and save, without entering into a credit 
agreement. Pay one upfront sum or by monthly  
Direct Debit. 

 •   ServiceCare Flex - Fix and reduce servicing costs 
for your fleet by buying them in bulk. Specifically 
designed for fleets operating 25+ vehicles. 

 •   ServiceCare Complete - Tailor a package that covers 
all your service and maintenance requirements and 
maintenance costs. 

• National Service Price - Our National Service Pricing 
for the UK is designed to give clear, transparent costs  
to all our customers. It means that no matter where  
you are, or which approved Dealer you choose to use, 
you’ll always get a consistently fair deal. 

• MobiloVan - All Mercedes-Benz vehicles come with 
MobiloVan, our free roadside assistance* package. 
If you breakdown, have a collision or can’t start your 
vehicle, call MobiloVan and a technician with an average 
response time of under 60 minutes will arrive in a van 
stocked with Mercedes-Benz GenuineParts. With an 
average roadside repair rate of 80%, you’ll be moving 
again in no time.

• 3 year warranty – Because we want to help keep 
businesses moving today and in the future, all our  
new and Approved Used vehicles come with a free  
3 year unlimited mileage warranty. 

• 24/7 Dealer network – Our nationwide network of 
approved Dealers is here to help your business maintain 
momentum. Most Dealers work until midnight and over a 
third are there 24/7. 

• Genuine RemanParts – Our remanufactured parts help 
to reduce costs without compromising on the proven 
Mercedes-Benz quality. Each part is remanufactured, 
checked and tested according to the highest standards. 

*Terms & Conditions apply. See www.mbvans.co.uk/mobilovan for more information.
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Terms and Conditions Vehicle and option availability and combinations may be subject to change since this price list was issued. Model and option  
List Price are quoted ex-factory and exclude VAT unless otherwise stated. A standard delivery charge of £600 excluding VAT will be added to model 
prices quoted in this price list. All model prices include standard finish paint choice. The right is reserved to alter specification and vary prices without 
notice. The availability of options may depend on the chosen base vehicle and other optional equipment specified, and should be confirmed with your 
Mercedes-Benz Dealer prior to order placement. Mercedes-Benz Vans UK Ltd, Tongwell, Milton Keynes, MK15 8BA




